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The ideas that we learn in school may add up to our knowledge but we have to consider them critically for us to filter the knowledge that we need to derive. With this, critical thinking is required.

Critical thinking makes one an adventurous thinker. Whether a teacher or student, the one who thinks critically may search and trace a lot of knowledge or information.

Critical thinking generates an innovative solution to a certain case or problem. The use of critical thinking may create a better means to face and solve a problem whether in school or in real life.

Critical thinking creates reasoning skills to be used in analyzing and evaluating things for a particular or strategy. The success in a certain school whether it is concerned with operations or instructions may be made possible through critical thinking.

Critical thinking makes reasonable and defensible decisions on various issues. One can face a certain circumstance once critical thinking is employed. This could be attained if one thinks critically for the better.

Critical thinking creates broad understanding. It is the understanding the people’s lives and ways. If profound and accurate ways are applied in thinking, an accurate answer may be produced.

Critical thinking yields a sound knowledge based on logical and rational reasons as thought by man. Having logical generalization on matters is advantageous for the person.

Critical thinking therefore is needed for better education and for better decision.
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